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White Oak Tools designed the Route-a-Pocket™
System for the quality minded woodworker who’s
looking for the convenience of pocket screw
joinery without compromise. The precision of
Route-a-Pocket™ Joinery begins with clean cut
screw pockets. Because the pockets are
machined with a router bit, there are no
featheredges and virtually all tear-out is
eliminated.
Another quality aspect of
Route-a-Pocket™ joinery is its
through pilot hole and low 10°
screw angle. These attributes
minimizes joint creep, making it
easier to produce flush joints,
and enables deep screw
penetration.
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Never before could the plug
color and grain direction be
matched with this level of
precision.
With the Route-a-Pocket™
Plug Cutter you can make
“Single Rounded” plugs as
shown to the left, or
“Double Rounded” plugs as
shown above.
The plug size is easily and
precisely adjustable making
flush fitting plugs a reality
and sanding after plug
installation optional.
Plugs can even be made
from plywood, veneered,
melamine or pre-finished
stock!
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The Route-a-Pocket™ and
Route-a-Pocket™ Plug Cutter
include comprehensive and
easy to follow User Manuals
and Templates

User Manuals, Informative
Videos, as well as, an Interactive
Screw Selection Template are
available on line at:
www.WhiteOakTools.com
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Route-a-Pocket™

Route-a-Pocket™ Plug Cutter

The Route-a-Pocket™ is designed to produce professional quality pocket screw
joinery with your plunge router and power drill. The system uses a carbide tipped
router bit to machine a low 10 degree screw pocket and a 9/64" diameter drill bit
to produce a properly sized through pilot hole for #7 pocket hole screws. Because
the pocket is machined with a router bit, there are no featheredges and virtually all
tearout is eliminated. The low 10 degree screw angle helps to maintain flush
joints during assembly and enables greater screw penetration.

Route-a-Pocket™ plugs can be made from virtually any natural or manmade
wood product. They can also have nearly any grain direction. This flexibility
gives you the freedom to make your Route-a-Pocket joinery invisible by matching
the color and figure of the plug with the pocket workpiece, or celebrated by
purposefully making and installing plugs with contrasting color and/or figure.
The “show” surface of the plug stock is not altered during the plug making
process. This makes it easy to pre-select stock that will give the desired effect
after plugging. It also makes it possible to retain the stock’s “show” surface on
the plug’s “show” surface when using laminated or pre-finished stock. And
because the plug size is easily and precisely adjustable, flush fitting plugs are a
reality.

Tear-out free screw pockets - Reliable results in hardwoods, softwoods, sheet
goods and solid surface materials
Flush Joints - Through pilot hole and low 10 degree screw angle minimizes joint
creep when tightening the pocket screw

Route-a-Pocket is changing the way woodworkers use pocket screw joinery.
Starting with clean cut pockets, screws can now be concealed with precision,
ending the backside banishment of pocket screw joinery.

Ergonomically friendly - Whether your workpiece is large or small, machine the
pocket while the workpiece rests flat on your workbench

Construction: CNC machined aluminum alloy - Tool free adjustments Made in USA

Ultimate adjustability - Tool free adjustments put you in control of the screw
penetration as well as the position of the screw relative to the centerline of the
joint

Pluggable Workpiece thickness range: 5/8" to 1-1/2"
Construction: Precision laser cut components - Hardened steel drill bushing Tool free adjustments - Patent pending design - Made in USA

Required tools: Router Table with 1/4" collet
The Route-a-Pocket™ Plug Cutter includes:
(1) Route-a-Pocket™ Plug Cutter Jig
(1) Double Rounding Wedge (required when making double rounded plugs)
(1) Carbide Tipped Flush Trim Router Bit with Upper Bearing
(1) User Manual (not shown)
(1) Route-a-Pocket™ Carrying Case (not shown)

Workpiece thickness range: 1/2" to 1-1/2"
Required tools: Plunge router with 1/2" collet & 3/4" guide bushing - power drill
The Route-a-Pocket™ Includes:
(1) Route-a-Pocket™ Jig
(1) Route-a-Pocket™ Carbide Tipped Router Bit
(1) Pilot hole drill bit
(1) #2 ball tip square drive driver bit
(1) #2 ball tip square drive screwdriver
(100) #7 x 1-1/4” Route-a-Pocket™ screws
(100) #7 x 1-1/2” Route-a-Pocket™ screws
(1) Storage tube
(1) Set-up & Screw Selection Template (not shown)
(1) Transparent Screw Overlay (not shown)
(1) User Manual (not shown)

Part #100010

$89.95
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Route-a-Pocket™ System
The Route-a-Pocket™ System is the ultimate package for the quality minded woodworker who's looking for the convenience of pocket screw joinery without
compromise.
The Route-a-Pocket™ System includes:

(1) Route-a-Pocket™ Jig

(1) Storage tube
(100) #7 x 1-1/4" Route-a-Pocket™ screws
(100) #7 x 1-1/2" Route-a-Pocket™ screws
(1) Transparent Screw Overlay (not shown)
(1) Set-up & Screw Selection Template (not shown)
(1) Route-a-Pocket™ Jig User Manual (not shown)
(1) Route-a-Pocket™ Plug Cutter User Manual (not shown)
(1) Route-a-Pocket™ Carrying Case

(1) Route-a-Pocket™ Plug Cutter
(1) Route-a-Pocket™ Carbide Tipped Router Bit
(1) Carbide Tipped Flush Trim Router Bit with Upper Bearing
(1) Double Rounding Wedge (required when making double rounded plugs)
(1) Pilot hole drill bit
(1) #2 ball tip square drive driver bit
(1) #2 ball tip square drive screwdriver

Part #100030

$239.90
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Route-a-Pocket™ Mounting
Plate
The Route-a-Pocket™ mounting plate saves time
when working with smaller workpieces. Once the
Route-a-Pocket™ is "snapped" into the mounting
plate, tightening the Route-a-Pocket's thumb screw
not only secures the Route-a-Pocket™ to the
workpiece, it also secures the workpiece to the
workbench.

Part #101001

$12.95
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Route-a-Pocket™ Router Bit

Route-a-Pocket™ Carrying Case

Single flute carbide tipped router bit specifically
designed for use with the Route-a-Pocket™ System
(1/2” diameter shank, 3/8” cutting diameter, 1-1/2”
cutting length, 4” overall length).

Keep your Route-a-Pocket™ Jigs and accessories
organized with the Route-a-Pocket™ Carrying Case.
The polypropylene case features an integrated handle,
sliding latches, durable hinges and a custom cut foam
insert. The foam insert is designed to securely hold
all the components that are sold with the Route-aPocket™ System (Part #100030).

Part #106008

Part #106020

$21.95

#2 ball tip square drive
screwdriver

#2 ball tip square drive driver bit
(2 pack)

May be used up to 25 degrees off axis (4” blade
length, 7-3/4” overall length)

Route-a-Pocket exclusive - May be used up to 25
degrees off axis
(5-1/8” overall length)

Part #106009

Part #106012

$25.00

Pilot hole drill bit
9/64” Jobber Length HSS Drill Bit

$5.55

WhiteOakTools.com

$6.99
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#7 x 1" Route-a-Pocket™ Pocket Hole Screws (100 count)
Head Style: Modified Pan
Drive: #2 Square Recess
Thread cutting: Type 17 auger point
Finish: Plain
Pieces: 100
For use in all wood types
1" length is perfect for use in 1/2" thick stock

Part #106060

$4.85

#7 x 1-1/4" Route-a-Pocket™ Pocket Hole Screws (100 count)
Head Style: Modified Pan
Drive: #2 Square Recess
Thread cutting: Type 17 auger point
Finish: Plain
Pieces: 100
For use in all wood types
1-1/4" length is ideal for most applications

Part #106061

$4.85

#7 x 1-1/2" Route-a-Pocket™ Pocket Hole Screws (100 count)
Head Style: Modified Pan
Drive: #2 Square Recess
Thread cutting: Type 17 auger point
Finish: Plain
Pieces: 100
For use in all wood types
1-1/2" length works great in thicker workpieces or when deeper screw penetration is desired

Part #106062

WhiteOakTools.com

$4.85
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Route-a-Pocket™
Exploded

Patent Pending
Made in the USA

Route-a-Pocket™
Plug Cutter
Exploded
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